Today, most Braille translators rely on the use of a ABSTRACT computer and the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). In software-based This paper describes a fast text to Braille translator translators, sixty-four ASCII codes, referred to as based on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).
. INTRODUCTION Therefore, instead of using software, this paper presents a hardware based solution. Using a FPGA In 1829, Louis Braille developed a system which with big programmable resource, we provide a fast allowed the blind to read and write. Braille's system parallel method to achieve fast text to Braille employed a 6-dot cell and was based upon normal translation. spelling. 6 dots can represent only sixty-four combinations including the blank symbol. In the 2. COMPUTERIZED BRAILLE TRANSLATION combinations, there are 26 alphabetic letters, decimal numbers, punctuations and sing marks.
Several proposals have been made for computerized Although it is possible to transcribe Braille by text-to-Braille translation. One solution, for instance, is simply substituting the equivalent Braille character for the use of production rules derived from a Markov its printed equivalent, such character-by-character system. This approach has been followed by W. A. transcription, known as Grade 1 Braille, is used only Slaby [5] . However, this solution results in a rapid by beginners because of its low throughput.
increase of the number of productions rules. Partly because of the bulk problem of the original In 1980's, Slaby developed another system for Braille [2] , and partly to improve the speed of writing German contracted Braille translation which uses rules and reading, English and many another languages with left and right contexts. This system allows nonemploy contractions [1] [3] . When contractions are experts to modify rules to perform translation of used, Braille is usually called "grade 2". In English, different languages into Braille [1] [6] . almost all Braille is grade 2 with 189 contractions [2] .
Based on Slaby's algorithm, Paul Blenkhorn's Since Braille became one of the most important proposed a system to convert text into Standard ways for the blind to learn and obtain information, English Braille [1] . This method uses a decision table translating normal text into Braille became a necessity.
with input classes and states and a table with more However, considering the number of printed materials than one thousand rules for translation. The format of to be translated, a fast automatic method to achieve the each row in the table is: translation is needed. The cell which stores the terminating rules is The translating controller block gets feedback from called terminating cell. Therefore, when the load-translated-codes block and also receives and translation is performed, the terminating subgroup stores the text data in registers. The load-translatednever fails to be used.
codes block feeds back the number of translated * Rules have to be separated into groups properly, characters so that the translating controller can skip so that only one translating cell except the over those characters and find a new entry. The entry terminating cell is able to apply a particular rule character is sent to the find-entry block. The original successfully during translating process. Therefore, text is sent to translating cells. In this particular if one rule's focus is part of another rule's, and implementation, the translator carries out the there is no left and right context to distinguish conversion word by word and five words at a time. these two rules, they can not be separated.
The find-entry block receives one entry character Take the 'A' rules as an example to explain the from the translating-controller and outputs addresses principle of generating subgroups. In the 'A' table, for the corresponding translating-cells. The entry those rules with focus "AND " and "AND" are used as character is the first un-translated character in the input a subgroup. In this case, it will not happen that the text string. In find-entry block, there is an address contraction "AND" will be translated by two cells. The decoder that translates the entry characters into rules started with the string "AFTER" need to be used addresses. If no entry address can be found for a in one subgroup. Using this method, the 'A' rules can particular character, then the untranslated character and be separated into 7 subgroups, while the biggest table, a fail signal are sent to the output-translated-codes 'B' table with 122 rules, can be separated into 9 block. subgroups. For those tables with small number of
The translating cells receive un-translated codes rules, such as 'J' table which only has 10 rules, it is not from the translating-controller as well as addresses necessary to separate into subgroups.
from the find-entry block. The parallel translating processes is shown in Figure 2 . Those cells which 4. ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM received addresses will carry out the translation. The load-translated-codes block will receive \ * / translation results from the terminating cell or one of other cells. The terminating never will fail to be (Cell ) applied. However, compared with other cells, the terminating cell has lower priority. Therefore, if the load-translated-codes block receives translated codes Fig. 2 . Translating in Parallel from two cells respectively, the codes from terminating cell will be discarded. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of a translating Therefore, the load-translated-codes block will cell. Every cell has a block RAM where the table rules output the translation according to set priorities. are stored in alphabetical ordered. Before the Meanwhile, it will send signals to the translatingtranslation process starts, the un-translated codes from controller block to indicate how many characters were the translating-controller are sent to the focus and translated. right-context check blocks by the output-rule block.
After one group of characters has been translated, Then the output-rule receives an address and gets a the output-translated-codes block transmits the particular rule from the rule table. The rule will be corresponding Braille ASCII characters one by one. separately sent to the three following blocks. The Then the translation of a new set of characters can focus, right-context and left-context check blocks are begin. built using finite state machines which are able to check if the rule can be applied.
IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST
As shown in figure 3 , the three blocks work concurrently, providing better performance than The translator has been implemented using a Topsequential implementations [8] . Down design methodology where high level functions Each block generates signals for the output-focus are defined first, and the lower level implementation block indicating if the focus, the right context or the details are filled in later [9] . For example, the current system is a stand-alone The system has been successfully implemented in a component. Its structure has to be changed for every Xilinx's Virtex-4 FPGA evaluation board [10] . The individual application. An improved version will texts to be translated, as well as the results of the incorporate the hardware translator in a system on a translation were stored in a PC as text files and chip for multifunctional text-Braille translation. The transmitted using an RS-232 serial connection.
system will consist of a microcontroller for interface Figure 4 shows the setting used to test the translator. and control, and the text-Braille translator, all
The system works as follows:
integrated in one single chip.
1. The text to be translated is sent to the FPGA For further improvement, a multi-language-Braille through a serial link using Hyper Terminal.
translator will be considered. Look-up tables for 2. Part of the FPGA implements a receiver that different languages could be stored in flash memory so converts serial data into bytes that are loaded into that when translation of text in a particular language is the translator. required, the microcontroller loads the corresponding 3. The translator takes the new character and stores it look-up table into the FPGA. in a buffer. Characters are stored until a space is Standards for Braille translation are much higher detected. At this point the translation process than for print. This level of accuracy is necessary described in section 2 takes place.
because Braille uses the same ASCII code for different 4. The results of the translation are sent to a serial purposes according to the context. Hence, even slight transmitter so that they can be received and stored errors can cause extreme difficulties in interpretation. in a text file by the computer.
The results obtained with the hardware-based For the implementation reported in this paper, the translator show that the system is able to implement FPGA receives the text file to be translated at 4,800 text-to-Braille translation with high accuracy.
